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Simplified Chinese edition of Six Dots: A Story of Young Louis Braille
A box of small crayons, a big adventure to explore the moon. Creative training to cultivate children's observation, imagination, and exploratory skills. The picture book is translated into thirteen
languages to mark the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 moon landing Won Europe, America, Japan Eleven international book selection awards affirmed. European Piper Literature Award,
Hammelburg, Germany Marble Award, American Library Association Book Selection Award, American Golden Duck Picture Book Award, a well-known independent bookstore in the United
States, 57th Street Books, an annual selection of books School Library Journal Clarion Magazine Annual Selection Book Baker School of Education Annual Children.
One rainy day, two young friends search in vain for something to do that won't upset their parents or grandmother.
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The life of a ten-year-old boy in rural Virginia expands when he becomes friends with a newcomer who subsequently meets an untimely death trying to reach their hideaway, Terabithia, during a storm.
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World-Standardized Rules for Pocket Billiards, Snooker and Caroms.
The most comprehensive book on the games played by forty million Americans. (SEE QUOTE.)
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Traditional Chinese edition of A Flicker of Hope
Simplified Chinese edition of Because of the Rabbit
"First published in Great Britain 2018 by Egmont UK Limited"--Copyright page.
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Traditional Chinese Edition of [Mel Fell]. Sometimes, before you want to fly high, high, super high, you have to learn to fall down, fall down, and keep falling down. Before the
dream takes off, do you have the courage not to be afraid of falling? One day, when his mother was not at home, Kingfisher Cui Cui decided to start learning to fly! Even if she
was scared, Cui Cui didn't let fear hinder her determination to learn to fly. Behold! Cui Cui jumped up from the branch, turned somersaults in the air, and spread her wings.
Unexpectedly, Cui Cui... fell! On the way to the fall, the animal residents on the tree tried to catch Cui Cui one after another.
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Simplified Chinese edition of The Crayons' Christmas
Simplified Chinese edition of Angry Arthur
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Mother said to Titi, Hurry up! The teacher said to Titi, Hurry up! A friend said to Titi, Hurry up! There are so many things in Titi's life of Hurry up! Don't like this kind of life, she said
to her mother, I don't want to go any faster. How can her mother help Titi solve her troubles? Please open the picture book, let Mom and Titi show you this beautiful book, and let
us spend time together to enjoy and feel all the tiny things in l
Kids typically fight for the reasons when can't learn find fair and happy ways to share. In this humorous story, children can learn how to think from the angles of the big bear and
the weasels and get to know how to share, how to be fair, how to deal with relationships, and not only be smart, but also be brilliant!
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The Complete Book of BilliardsGramercy
The origins of billiards, pool, snooker, and other cue sports date back centuries, and The Complete Book of Billiards is the essential reference guide to these and all associated cue games.
The book is both informative and entertaining as it defines the whole of billiard terminology within a historical context. In accessible A-to-Z format, with hundreds of archival illustrations and
prints, most of the entries are brief encyclopedia-type paragraphs containing anecdotes, quotes, and analysis of the term. Thoroughly cross-referenced, with an extensive bibliography as well
as several appendices, this is a particularly comprehensive guide. Here is such information as: ¸ À la Royale -- an obsolete game of English billiards that allowed three players to participate ¸
Bar Pool -- pocket billiards usually played on coin-operated tables ¸ Dress -- to prepare the tip of a cue stick ¸ Pool Shark -- an expert but unsavory player ¸ Skyrocket Shot -- the cue ball takes
a curved path A terrific source for the serious player as well as a fascinating look back for the lover of history, The Complete Book of Billiards is an authoritative guide to cue games.
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